
752C

The  HERMA 752C is quick and easy to change from one pack size to another, even in the busiest 
of production environments.  The simple design and high quality build of the system ensures 
that it is suitable for use in most production environments.  Operating speeds vary and are 
dependent upon the length of the label being applied, the pack length and direction of travel 
and when fitted with a unit from our range of optional thermal transfer printers.  The standard 
system is capable of printing and applying labels that carry fixed weight information.

Self Adhesive C-Wrap Labelling Machine

The HERMA 752C automatically applies a three-panel label to the top, front (leading face) and 
base of a wide range of trays, in one pass.  Ideal for such products used in the fresh meat, 
produce and ready meals industries.

 > By adjusting the width of the in-feed guide rails, side belts, and the position of the label  
applicator the system is ready to accept a new pack size in minutes.

 > The length of the variable speed conveyors can be tailored to suit the specific   
requirements of the operator,  for example; gaps in existing production lines.  

 > A wide range of ancillary add on options, including a reliable and efficient pack turning  
unit, ensures that the HERMA 752C is the most flexible and cost effective three panel  
labelling system available.



The advantages of HERMA 400 models at a glance: 

We are constantly improving our products, therefore all 
technical data is subject to change without prior notice.
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The Ultimate C-Wrap Labelling System

752C

 > Control integration into the applicator - no separate control box required

 > Clearly laid out operating panel

 > Wide range power input 100AC-240V AC =/- 10%, 50Hz-60Hz

 > Automatic synchronisation of labelling and product speeds

 > Special unwind unit giving consistent web tension

 > Comprehensive range of modules: pedestals, label sensors, printing and embossing units - always a 
perfect fit. 

 > Configured for PLC connection

 > Transparent label sensing available as standard

 > Available as left-hand and right-hand versions, for upright, horizontal or suspended operation, width  
in increments of up to 80mm/3” up to 320mm/12”

 > Integration with most coders/printers
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